Metastasis regulation by PPARD expression in cancer cells
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Introduction

Metastasis remains a predominant cause of death in patients with cancers for which current treatments are generally non-curative. The progression of cancer cells to a metastatic state involves many molecular changes; however, the critical changes driving metastasis remain undefined (1–3).

Peroxisome proliferator–activated receptor–δ (PPARD) is a nuclear transcriptional receptor that regulates many molecular processes, including ones that potentially influence diseases such as cancer (4). PPARD is upregulated in various major human cancers, including colorectal, pancreatic, and lung cancer (5–8). Increased PPARD expression in cancer is associated with advanced pathological stage (7), which suggests that PPARD upregulation contributes to tumor progression. However, the role of PPARD in tumorigenesis and especially metastasis is poorly defined and often contested (4, 9).

Conflicting data have fueled the controversy regarding PPARD’s role in tumorigenesis. For example, PPARD germline deletion increased intestinal tumorigenesis in APCMin mice in one study (10) but inhibited it in another (11). Others reported that the PPARD agonist GW501516 reduced pancreatic cell invasion in vitro despite PPARD being upregulated in human pancreatic ductal carcinoma (12). PPARD has also been reported to both promote (11, 13–15) and inhibit (16) angiogenesis, a mechanism critical to metastasis (17, 18). Although PPARD KO was initially reported to increase colonic tumorigenesis in one of the germline PPARD KO mouse models (10), later studies reported that PPARD KO instead inhibited tumorigenesis and angiogenesis when these mice were subcutaneously implanted with syngeneic B16 melanoma or Lewis lung carcinoma (LLC) cells (7, 19). These contradictory findings in the same mouse model have been interpreted as suggesting that PPARD has different roles depending on where it is expressed — specifically, that PPARD expressed in non-cancer cells promotes tumorigenesis, whereas PPARD expressed in...
tumor cells suppresses tumorigenesis (7, 19). However, these previous studies lacked experiments to assess whether specific PPARD expression modulation in cancer cells influences tumorigenesis. Furthermore, although some studies reported on PPARD expression affecting metastasis-related cellular events in vitro (20–22), the role of PPARD expression in cancer cells on metastasis remains to be defined in representative in vivo models. We therefore performed in-depth studies of PPARD using various experimental metastasis models and data from large patient cohorts to address this knowledge gap. Our results demonstrate that PPARD expression in cancer cells is a critical driver of metastasis.

Results

PPARD expression in cancer cells is critical to metastasis formation. To determine the effects that PPARD expression in cancer cells has on metastasis, we first generated B16-F10 cell lines stably transfected with PPARD-shRNA-A (PPARD-shRNA-A-clone1 and -clone2) and LLC-GFP cell lines (LLC cells GFP) stably transfected with a different PPARD-shRNA sequence (PPARD-shRNA-B). PPARD-shRNA-A transfection into B16-F10 cells and PPARD-shRNA-B into LLC-GFP cells significantly reduced PPARD mRNA and protein expression (Supplemental Figure 1, A–D; supplemental material available online with this article; doi:10.1172/jci.insight.91419DS1). Next, we used an experimental mouse model of blood-borne metastasis by tail vein injection to assess the effect of PPARD downregulation on metastasis. PPARD downregulation significantly inhibited the formation of lung metastases from both B16-F10 clones (Figure 1, A and B). Similar results were observed in a repeat experiment with B16-F10 PPARD-shRNA-A-clone1 and -clone2 (Figure 1, C and D). PPARD mRNA expression was significantly reduced in the lung metastases formed by PPARD-shRNA-A-clone1 or PPARD-shRNA-A-clone2 B16-F10 cells compared with the lung metastases formed by control-shRNA B16-F10 cells (Supplemental Figure 1E). The formation of lung metastases was confirmed histologically (Supplemental Figure 1F). We also transfected B16-F10 cells with different PPARD shRNA sequences using a lentivirus-based approach to confirm that these results were not specific to the shRNA sequence or method of shRNA transduction. PPARD downregulation by either PPARD-shRNA-C or -D significantly reduced PPARD expression (Supplemental Figure 1, G and H) and lung metastasis formation (Figure 1, E and F).

Consistent with the results in B16-F10 cells, PPARD downregulation by PPARD-shRNA-B into LLC-GFP cells significantly inhibited lung metastases from LLC-GFP cells injected into tail veins (Figure 2, A and B). Similarly, lentivirus transduction of PPARD-shRNA-C and -D significantly reduced PPARD expression (Supplemental Figure 1, I and J) in LLC cells and LLC lung metastases (Figure 2, C and D).

To determine the extent to which PPARD expression in cancer cells is necessary for metastasis formation, we intravenously injected HCT116 colon cancer cells with genetic deletion of PPARD (PPARD-KO) into the tail veins of immunodeficient mice and assessed lung metastasis. PPARD-KO is a well-characterized colon cancer cell model generated by the genetic deletion via homologous recombination of the whole DNA binding domain sequence (exons 4–6) of PPARD (23). To further determine the specific role of PPARD, we reconstituted PPARD in PPARD-KO cells via stable PPARD plasmid transfection (PPARD-KO-PD cells). For a control, we stably transfected PPARD-KO cells with the control empty vector (PPARD-KO-C cells) (Supplemental Figure 2, A and B). Lung metastases formed in 8 of the 18 mice (44%) injected with parental HCT116 cells, 0 of the 17 mice injected with PPARD-KO cells, 5 of the 15 mice (33%) injected with PPARD-KO-PD cells, and 0 of the 15 mice injected with PPARD-KO-C cells (Figure 3A). The numbers of metastases per mouse for the groups injected with PPARD-KO or PPARD-KO-C cells were significantly different from HCT116 cells or PPARD-KO-PD cells (Figure 3B). The formation of lung metastases was confirmed histologically (Supplemental Figure 2C).

We then sought to determine whether ligand modulation of PPARD activity affects metastasis. HCT-116 parental cells stably transfected with the luciferase reporter gene generated by lentiviral gene transduction (HCT-116-Luc cells) were injected into the spleens of nude mice (24). The mice were fed identical diets with or without the PPARD agonist GW0742 (1 mg/kg). Mice fed the GW0742-containing diet had significantly more hepatic metastases than mice fed the control diet did (Figure 3, C–E), whereas PPARD-KO cells injected into mice (n = 11) failed to form metastases (Figure 3, D and E).

To determine whether our results depended on the metastasis experimental modeling or growth of primary tumors, we used two independent orthotopic mouse models (Panc-02 pancreatic and 4T1 breast spontaneous metastasis models) to assess the effects that PPARD expression in cancer cells has on spontaneous metastasis. Panc-02 cells injected orthotopically into the pancreases of syngeneic C57BL/6 (B6)
mice can form hepatic metastases (25), and 4T1 breast cancer cells injected orthotopically into the mammary fat pads of syngeneic BALB/c female mice can form lung metastases (26, 27). Panc-02 cells stably transfected with PPARD-shRNA-A (PPARD-shRNA-A-clone1 or -clone2) had significantly lower PPARD RNA and protein expression than did WT Panc-02 cells and Panc-02 cells transfected with control-shRNA (Supplemental Figure 3, A and B). The pancreatic tumors in mice injected with PPARD-shRNA-A-clone1 or -clone2 weighed less than did those in mice injected with WT Panc-02 cells or control-shRNA Panc-02 cells (Figure 4, A and C). More strikingly, none of the 16 mice injected with Panc-02 cells transfected with PPARD-shRNA-A-clone1 or -clone2 had liver metastases (Figure 4, B and D). In contrast, histologically confirmed liver metastases (Supplemental Figure 3C) developed in 3 of the 8 mice injected with WT Panc-02 cells and 3 of the 7 mice injected with control-shRNA Panc-02 cells; the numbers of hepatic metastases in mice injected with WT Panc-02 cells (mean ± SEM: 0.90 ± 0.44 tumor/mouse) or control-shRNA Panc-02 cells (mean ± SEM: 0.90 ± 0.46 tumor/mouse) were not significantly different (Figure 4D).

4T1 cells stably transfected with two independent PPARD-shRNA-C or -D lentiviruses had significantly lower PPARD RNA and protein expression than did WT 4T1 cells and 4T1 cells transfected with control-shRNA (Supplemental Figure 3, D and E). For every mouse, the primary mammary tumor was
removed when it reached a predetermined size of 10 mm in the greatest diameter (Figure 4, E and G).

Two weeks after primary tumor removal, mice were examined for lung metastases with lung CT imaging followed by necropsies the next day. Metastasis multiplicity was significantly lower in mice injected with PPARD-shRNA-C cells (mean ± SEM: 0.83 ± 0.40 tumor/mouse) or PPARD-shRNA-D cells (1.33 ± 0.49) than in mice injected with control-shRNA 4T1 cells (8.67 ± 1.86) or WT 4T1 cells (9.00 ± 1.37) (Figure 4, F and H). Together, these results demonstrate that the modulation of PPARD expression in cancer cells has a profound effect on metastasis independent of experimental modeling.

**PPARD expression in cancer cells is more important to metastasis than PPARD expression in non-cancer cells.**

Given the important role that tumor-host interaction has in tumor progression and metastasis, we directly compared the relative impact of PPARD expression in cancer cells versus non-cancer host cells on metas-
We injected B16-F10 melanoma cells transfected with PPARD-shRNA-A or control-shRNA into the tail veins of heterozygous PPARD-KO (PPARD +/–) mice or their WT littermates. PPARD+/– mice, generated by deleting PPARD exons 4 and 5, which encode PPARD's binding domain, were backcrossed from their initial mixed background of B6/Sv129 to a B6 background by breeding with B6 mice for 10 generations to allow the syngeneic injection of mouse cancer cell lines of B6 background (i.e., B16-F10 cells). As reported previously, homozygous loss of PPARD function in PPARD–/– mice causes high embryonic mortality rates because of PPARD's essential function in placental development (28, 29). In agreement with these prior reports, we were unable to generate PPARD–/– mice on a B6 background despite extensive breeding efforts and therefore used PPARD +/– mice for the experiments. Nevertheless, PPARD+/– mice had significantly lower PPARD mRNA expression levels (Figure 5A). The decrease in PPARD mRNA expression in lung tumor foci was further augmented by PPARD downregulation in...
B16-F10 cells transfected with PPARD-shRNA. PPARD mRNA expression levels in lung tumor foci from PPARD-shRNA-A-clone1 or -clone2 B16-F10 cells were lower than those in lung tumor foci from control-shRNA B16-F10 cells (Figure 5B). Following the tail vein injection of control-shRNA B16-F10 cells, PPARD<sup>±/±</sup> mice developed fewer lung metastases than did WT mice (Figure 5, C and D). However, the reduction in lung metastasis formation in PPARD<sup>−/−</sup> mice was much more evident following the injection of either PPARD-shRNA-A-clone1 or -clone2 B16-F10 cells (Figure 5, C and D).
Given the important role of angiogenesis in metastasis (17, 18), we investigated the effects that PPARD expression in cancer cells has on tumor angiogenesis. Immunohistochemical and immunofluorescence staining of CD31 to assess microvessel density revealed that PPARD downregulation in cancer cells significantly decreased angiogenesis in vivo (Figure 6, A–F, and Supplemental Figure 4A). In PPARD+/– mice, the angiogenesis inhibition induced by PPARD downregulation in non-cancer cells was further increased by PPARD downregulation in cancer cells (Figure 6, E and F, and Supplemental Figure 4).

Next, we sought to determine whether PPARD in cancer cells promoted formation of secreted proangiogenic factors to modulate angiogenesis. We screened for these factors in medium conditioned with HCT116 cells with or without PPARD overexpression. In an angiogenesis tubule formation assay using HUVECs (30), medium conditioned with HCT116 cells stably transfected with PPARD vector increased HUVEC capillary tubule formation compared with medium conditioned with HCT116 cells transfected with control vector (Figure 6, G and H), thus confirming the effects of cancer cells’ PPARD on angiogenesis in this model. We also confirmed that medium conditioned with HCT116 cells treated with the PPARD agonist GW0742 significantly increased HUVEC capillary tubule formation compared with medium conditioned with HCT116 cells treated with the control solvent DMSO (Figure 6, I and J). To screen for proangiogenic factors, media conditioned with PPARD vector– or control vector–transfected HCT116 cells were incubated with antibodies specific to 19 common angiogenesis-related factors immobilized on membranes. VEGF and IL-8 expression levels in the medium conditioned with PPARD vector–transfected HCT116 cells were significantly higher than those in the medium conditioned with control vector–transfected HCT116 cells (Figure 7A). These findings were confirmed by ELISA measurements of VEGF and IL-8 protein levels in cell culture media conditioned with PPARD vector– or control vector–transfected

Figure 5. PPARD expression in B16-F10 cancer cells is more important for lung metastases than PPARD expression in non-cancer cells in syngeneic mice. B16-F10 melanoma cells transfected with control-shRNA or PPARD-shRNA-A (PPARD-shRNA-A-clone1 or -clone2) were injected via the tail vein into syngeneic C57BL/6 WT or heterozygous PPARD-KO mice (PPARD+/–), and lung metastasis formation was evaluated 3 weeks later. (A) PPARD mRNA expression levels, as measured by qRT-PCR, in normal lung tissues from C57BL/6 WT and PPARD+/– mice. (B) PPARD mRNA expression levels, as measured by qRT-PCR, in lung metastases from the indicated groups. (C) Numbers of lung metastases per mouse for each group (n = 10–14 per group). (D) Representative photographs of formalin-fixed lung specimens. Scale bar: 1 cm. Values in A–C are mean ± SEM. ***P < 0.0001; #P < 0.0001 compared with control-shRNA. P values were calculated with unpaired t test (A) or 2-way ANOVA (B and C).
HCT116 cells (Figure 7, B and C). PPARD upregulation in these cells also increased the mRNA levels of both VEGF and IL-8 (Figure 7, D and E), which suggested that PPARD transcriptionally upregulated VEGF and IL-8 expression.

Given that PPARD’s regulation of VEGF had been reported previously (11, 15), we focused our investigation on PPARD’s regulation of IL-8. Using PPARD-KO cell lines, we found that the mean IL-8 expression levels in PPARD-KO HCT116 cells were 87% lower than those in parental WT HCT116 cells and that PPARD reconstitution in PPARD-KO cells reversed IL-8 downregulation (Figure 8A). Similarly, in vivo experiments confirmed the expression of IL-8 in lung metastases formed by HCT116 cells and PPARD-KO cells but not in the lung tissue of mice injected with PPARD-KO cells or PPARD-KO-C cells (Figure 8B). Compared with media conditioned with PPARD-overexpressing HCT116 cells treated with control IgG, media conditioned with PPARD-overexpressing HCT116 cells treated with an anti–IL-8 antibody had significantly less HUVEC capillary tubule formation (Figure 8, C and D), demonstrating that IL-8 has an important role in PPARD’s promotion of angiogenesis. To determine whether PPARD increased
IL-8 via direct transcriptional regulation, we transfected HCT-116 and PPARD-KO cells with IL-8 luciferase reporter promoter deletion constructs. IL-8 promoter activity, except for that of the –133- to +50-bp construct, was reduced in PPARD-KO cells compared with WT cells (Figure 8E). In confirmatory experiments with different cell lines and complementary PPARD expression modulation in LoVo cells, PPARD overexpression by PPARD vector transfection increased the IL-8 promoter activity of constructs more than 133 bp upstream of the initiation codon (Supplemental Figure 5A). ChIP–quantitative PCR (ChIP-qPCR) assays revealed that PPARD did bind to the IL-8 promoter region between –276 and –133 bp (Figure 8F) as predicted by earlier promoter deletion experiments (Figure 8E and Supplemental Figure 5A).

To determine the clinical relevance of our findings, we measured PPARD and IL-8 expression levels in paired samples of normal colonic mucosa and cancerous mucosa from 22 patients with stage III colon cancer treated at the University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center. The clinical characteristics of the patients are summarized in Supplemental Table 1. In 21 of the 22 patients, the RNA integrity numbers for the normal and cancerous mucosa samples were above 5, the minimal acceptable level for comparable analyses (31). The exclusion of 1 patient’s data did not substantially alter the results (Supplemental Figure 6, A–D). PPARD levels were significantly higher in cancerous mucosa (median: 6.11; interquartile range [IQR]: 2.7–10.33) than in normal mucosa (median: 1.17; IQR: 0.92–2.02) (Figure 9A). IL-8 levels were...
also significantly higher in cancerous mucosa (median: 82.5; IQR: 14.47–383.8) than in normal mucosa (median: 0.76; IQR: 0.2–3.63) (Figure 9B). PPARD mRNA expression levels were significantly correlated with IL-8 mRNA levels in cancerous mucosa (Figure 9C).

Cellular mechanisms of cancer cell PPARD's promotion of metastasis. To further gain insight into the mechanisms by which PPARD expression in cancer cells promotes metastasis, we performed a transcriptome-wide analysis using RNA sequencing (RNA-Seq) to compare parental WT and PPARD-KO HCT116 cells, whose abilities to form metastases in vivo differ profoundly (Figure 3, A and B). Using cluster analyses with a cut-off false discovery rate of 0.001 and a fold change greater than 2, we identified 416 genes that were significantly differentially expressed between WT and PPARD-KO HCT116 cells (Figure 10, A and B). The gene expression patterns were significantly different by PPARD genetic KO status in HCT116 cells but consistent within the groups with the same PPARD expression status (Figure 10A). Among the differentially expressed genes, 311 were downregulated and 105 were upregulated in the PPARD-KO cells compared with WT cells (Figure 10B).

To better understand the way in which the differences in gene expression by PPARD status are related to metastasis, we used Ingenuity Pathway Analysis to assess the functions of the differentially expressed genes. The top 4 biological functions identified for the differentially expressed genes were "cancer," "cellular growth and proliferation," and "cellular movement"; "cell death and survival" was also among the top
biological functions identified (Figure 10C). These functions suggest that PPARD expression significantly influences important metastasis mechanisms such as cell invasion and migration.

We next sought to determine the clinical relevance of the differentially expressed genes in the transcriptome. Genes with more than 3-fold higher expression in WT HCT116 cells than in PPARD-KO HCT116 cells were screened for their association with PPARD mRNA expression in the provisional TCGA (The Cancer Genome Atlas) colorectal adenocarcinoma database (382 cases) in cBioPortal (http://www.cBioPortal.org) (32, 33). Twenty-three of the differentially expressed genes had significant association (i.e., a tendency toward co-occurrence) with PPARD expression ($P < 0.05$; log odds ratio $> 1.5$) in the TCGA colorectal adenocarcinoma database (Supplemental Table 2). Of these 23 genes, 7 were linked to metastasis by PubMed literature searches: gap junction protein alpha 1 (GJA1), vimentin (VIM), secreted protein, acidic, rich in cysteine (SPARC), neuregulin-1 (NRG1), CXCL8 (IL-8), stanniocalcin-1 (STC1), and synuclein gamma (breast cancer-specific protein 1) (SNCG). The IL-8 findings validated our earlier findings regarding IL-8; the NRG1 findings are consistent with our previously reported results that PPARD upregulated NRG1 in a mouse model of intestinal PPARD overexpression (34).

Quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR) analyses confirmed that PPARD KO significantly reduced SNCG, STC1, SPARC, and GJA1 expression in PPARD-KO HCT116 cells (Figure 10, D–G) and in different other cancer cell lines (e.g., SW620, Hey8A) with siRNA-induced PPARD knockdown (Supplemental Figure 7, A–H). ChIP-qPCR assays confirmed that PPARD binds to the region of the GJA1 promoter that has PPAR binding sites (Figure 10H).

VIM expression in parental WT HCT116 cells was more than 32-fold higher than that in PPARD-KO cells (Supplemental Table 2). To further assess the clinical relevance of the link between PPARD and vimentin, we interrogated the provisional TCGA colorectal, breast, lung, and prostate cancer databases (352–1,065 patients/database) in cBioPortal. PPARD and VIM mRNA expression levels were significantly correlated in the clinical samples of colorectal, breast, lung, and prostate cancers (Figure 11, A–D).

Because VIM is a strong marker of epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT), we investigated the effects of PPARD on EMT. Of the genes we found to be significantly differentially expressed between WT and PPARD-KO HCT116 cells, 11 are strongly linked to EMT (e.g., E-cadherin, ZEB1) (Figure 11E). In independent experiments, PPARD KO in HCT-116 upregulated E-cadherin and GRHL2 and downregulated VIM, SNAIL, TWIST, and ZEB1 expression levels; reexpression of PPARD reversed these effects (Figure 11, F–H). In independent experiments, PPARD downregulation by siRNA upregulated E-cadherin and downregulated $VIM$ in SW480, SW620, and LoVo colon cancer cells (Supplemental Figure 8, A–F). Furthermore, genetic deletion of PPARD altered HCT116 cell morphology from mesenchymal to epithelial; reexpression of PPARD reversed this effect (Figure 11I).

Given the mechanistic contribution of EMT to invasion and migration, we next assessed the effects of PPARD on cell invasion and migration. Compared with WT HCT116 cells, PPARD-KO HCT116 cells had significantly reduced migration and invasion; reexpression of PPARD reversed these effects (Figure 11, J–L). Similarly, PPARD downregulation by shRNA in B16-F10 cells significantly reduced their invasion, migration, and clonogenic growth in anchorage-independent conditions (Supplemental Figure 9, A–E).
Figure 10. Transcriptome profiles of HCT116 cells with or without PPARD genetic deletion. (A and B) Heat map of 416 transcripts that were differentially expressed between HCT116 parental cells (WT) and PPARD-KO cells using a cut-off false discovery rate of 0.001 and a fold change of >2. Among the differentially expressed genes (DEGs), 311 were downregulated and 105 were upregulated in PPARD-KO cells compared with WT cells. (C) Canonical pathway analysis of genes differentially modulated by PPARD. The DEGs shown in A and B were subjected to Ingenuity Pathway Analysis, which identified the top 10 functions associated with the genes. P values represent the probability that random chance could produce the association between the identified canonical pathways and PPARD expression. (D-G) Validation of RNA-Seq results by qRT-PCR analysis for 4 metastasis-related genes upregulated by PPARD (SNCG, STC1, SPARC, and GJA1). (H) PPARD binding to the GJA1 promoter. A 107-bp fragment of the human GJA1 promoter was amplified by qPCR, and the percent of input was used to measure the ability of PPARD binding to the GJA1 promoter. Values in D–H are mean ± SEM. **P < 0.001; ***P < 0.0001 (unpaired t tests for D–G and 1-way ANOVA for H).
PPARD upregulation and metastasis risk in humans. Our preclinical findings indicated that PPARD is important for metastasis formation and is upregulated in stage III colon cancer. Therefore, we assessed the association of PPARD upregulation with metastasis risk in colon cancer patients. Among patients with stage III colon cancer, the PPARD mRNA levels in cancerous mucosa from patients who developed metastases after surgical resection (median: 8.67; IQR: 6.299–20.15) were higher than those from patients who did not develop metastases (median: 3.32; IQR: 2.191–5.998) (Figure 12A). In a larger cohort of colorectal cancer...

Figure 11. PPARD expression in cancer cells promotes EMT and cancer cell migration and invasion. (A–D) Relationship between vimentin (VIM) and PPARD in colorectal (A), breast (B), lung (C), and prostate (D) cancers in large TCGA database cohorts. (E) EMT-related genes that RNA-Seq analysis revealed to be differentially expressed between HCT116 WT and PPARD-KO cells. (F and G) Validation of the RNA-Seq results shown in E by qRT-PCR analysis for E-cadherin (F) and GRHL2 (G). (H) PPARD increases the expression levels of EMT-related genes as measured by Western blotting. (I) Representative photographs of monolayer-cultured HCT116 WT, PPARD-KO, and PPARD-KO-PD cells. (J–L) PPARD’s effects on the migration and invasion of HCT116 parental (WT), PPARD-KO, and PPARD-KO-PD cells. (K and L) Migrated cells (K) and invaded cells (L) in at least 4 random individual fields per insert membrane were counted. Scale bars: 100 μm. Values are mean ± SEM. *P < 0.01; ***P < 0.0001 (unpaired t test for F and G and 1-way ANOVA for K and L).
patients (n = 152; Supplemental Table 3), immunohistochemical staining for PPARD expression in cancer cells revealed that PPARD was upregulated in tumors in all cases for which paired normal and cancer tissue samples were available (Figure 12, B–D). The composite expression scores for nucleic and cytoplasmic staining in normal tissue (median: 1.00; IQR: 1.00–2.25) were lower than those in paired tumors (median: 14.00; IQR: 11.88–16.00) (Figure 12B). Furthermore, in tumor tissues, PPARD was expressed in both the cytoplasm (median: 8; IQR: 6–10) (Figure 12C) and nucleus (median: 6.5; IQR: 4.5–9.0), whereas in normal tissues, PPARD was expressed in the nucleus only (median: 1.00; IQR: 1.00–2.25) (Figure 12C). In this cohort, patients with stage III colon cancer with high PPARD expression had significantly reduced distant metastasis–free survival (hazard ratio [HR]: 5.61; 95% CI: 1.38–13.36; \( P = 0.012 \), log-rank test) (Figure 12E).

To further assess the effects of PPARD on distant metastasis–free survival, we used the PrognoScan database (http://www.prognoscan.org), which provides a tool that utilizes information from a large collection of publicly available cancer microarray data sets with clinical annotation to evaluate the relationship between prognosis and the expression of specific genes (35). We selected studies that reported on disease-specific survival, distant metastasis–free survival, distant recurrence–free survival, and relapse-free survival and that had significant \( P \) values (corrected and Cox \( P \) values). All 7 identified studies showed that high PPARD expression was associated with poor prognosis (Supplemental Table 4). The studies of distant metastasis–free survival and distant recurrence–free survival were relatively large (\( n = 140–286 \)) and reported HRs of 1.98 to 2.69 (Figure 12, F–H, Supplemental Table 4). Similarly, studies of relapse-free survival or disease-specific survival consistently showed that patients with breast or lung cancer with high PPARD expression had worse prognosis (HRs of 2.02–2.93) (Supplemental Figure 10, A–C; Supplemental Table 4). Higher PPARD expression was also associated with poorer prognosis in other publically available databases: In the Prediction of Clinical Outcomes from Genomic Profiles (PRECOG) database (http://pre cog.stanford.edu), the global unweighted survival \( Z \) scores for PPARD effects in all included human cancer studies was 2.6 (\( P < 0.05 \)). This global unbiased meta-analysis indicator confirms the negative impact PPARD has on the survival of patients with various cancers. Furthermore, in several large studies (>200 patients/study) included in the PRECOG database portal, high PPARD expression had a significantly negative association with poor prognosis in patients with various cancers (Supplemental Figure 11, A, C, and E). Higher PPARD expression was associated with a significant reduction in distant metastasis–free survival in a cohort of 1,609 breast cancer patients for whom distant metastases survival data were publicly available via the KMplot database portal (http://www.kmplot.com) (36) (Supplemental Figure 11G). High IL-8 expression was similarly associated with poor prognosis in these studies (Supplemental Figure 11, B, D, F, and H).

**Discussion**

Our current results show that PPARD expression in cancer cells critically impacts metastasis development in various preclinical models in vivo, regulates several essential pro-metastatic mechanisms (angiogenesis, EMT, and cancer cell invasion and migration), and strongly affects the metastasis-free survival of patients with various cancers. These results demonstrate that PPARD expression in cancer cells strongly impacts their metastatic potential.

We found that specific PPARD modulation in cancer cells profoundly influenced metastasis development in commonly used metastatic preclinical models in vivo. In tail vein metastasis assays, PPARD downregulation in mouse B16-F10 melanoma or LLC lung cancer cells significantly inhibited metastasis. In a spontaneous metastasis model of orthotopically injected mouse Panc-02 pancreatic cancer or 4T1 breast cancer cells, PPARD downregulation blocked the development of hepatic metastasis. In addition, genetic deletion of PPARD in human HCT-116 colon cancer cells blocked their ability to form lung metastasis in tail vein assays, and this ability was restored when PPARD was reconstituted. Furthermore, splenic injections of HCT-116 cells with genetic deletion of PPARD did not give rise to hepatic metastases, whereas a PPARD agonist enhanced parental WT HCT-116 cells’ formation of hepatic metastases. These findings strongly argue against the proposed antitumorigenic role of PPARD in cancer cells and demonstrate the necessity of PPARD in cancer cells for metastasis. Furthermore, our data demonstrate that PPARD downregulation in cancer cells inhibited metastasis more profoundly than did PPARD downregulation in non-cancer cells, which establishes the specific role of PPARD in cancer cells in promoting metastases and challenges the previous proposition that PPARD expression in cancer cells versus non-cancer cells has bidirectional and opposing effects on tumorigenesis (7, 19).
Our results were independent of the in vivo metastasis assay methods used, as these results were reproduced using various well-established experimental models of metastasis, including those employing tail vein or intrasplenic injection; spontaneous primary orthotopic metastasis assays (37); and mouse cancer cells in immunocompetent mice and human cancer cells in immunodeficient mice. In orthotopic mouse models, PPARD inhibition of metastases far exceeded the inhibition of primary tumor growth in Panc-02 cells.
and was independent of 4T1 primary tumor growth. These findings indicated that PPARD in cancer cells impacts metastasis independently of the inhibition of the growth of the primary tumor. Our results were also independent of a particular cell line or clone, as they were verified in various stably transfected cell lines and clones. PPARD’s effects on metastasis were observed with various cancer cell models, including those employing melanoma cells, colon cancer cells, lung cancer cells, pancreatic cancer cells, and breast cancer cells, which demonstrates that PPARD’s effects were not specific to a particular type of cancer. Furthermore, our findings were not secondary to the off-target effects of RNA inhibition, as they were reproduced not only with different shRNA constructs targeting different PPARD sequences but also with a well-characterized model of PPARD genetic deletion via homologous recombination in HCT116 cells (23); moreover, the reconstitution of PPARD in this model restored the cells’ metastatic capacity. In addition, PPARD ligand activation by a pharmaceutical agonist enhanced metastasis formation without the genetic manipulation of PPARD expression. Collectively, these findings underscore the critical effects that PPARD expression in cancer cells have on metastasis.

Our mechanistic studies of PPARD expression modulation in cancer cells revealed that PPARD strongly enhanced key mechanisms in metastasis, including angiogenesis, EMT, invasion, and migration. Previous studies have reported contradictory data regarding the effects of PPARD on VEGF expression and angiogenesis in cancer cells (11, 13–16). In the present study, we showed that PPARD in cancer cells upregulated VEGF expression and promoted angiogenesis. We also found that among non-VEGF pro-angiogenesis mechanisms, which are important because tumors invariably become resistant to VEGF inhibition (38, 39), PPARD targets IL-8. IL-8 is a chemokine overexpressed in various human cancers that strongly promotes tumor angiogenesis and metastasis (40–43). PPARD agonists have been reported to increase IL-8 expression in noncancerous endothelial cells (44). During our preparation of this article, an independent group reported that PPARD deletion in HCT116 cells inhibited IL-8 expression and angiogenesis in vitro (45). However, another group reported that PPARD agonists inhibited IL-8 in human monocyte–derived macrophages in a global network screen; these findings were not confirmed in human WPMY-1 myofibroblastic or MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cell lines (46). The inconsistency in these studies’ findings regarding the link between PPARD and IL-8 may reflect inherent differences between the various in vitro experiments the studies employed. In contrast, our findings from in vitro mechanistic studies, in vivo preclinical metastasis studies, and human studies that included patients consistently establish a role for PPARD in the regulation of IL-8 in cancer cells.

Our comprehensive transcriptome analysis comparing HCT116 cells with and HCT116 cells without genetic deletion of PPARD identified differentially expressed genes involved in invasion and metastasis. Approximately two-thirds of these differentially expressed genes were downregulated by PPARD deletion, which indicates that PPARD in cancer cells functions predominately as a transcriptional activator. The top functions Ingenuity Pathway Analysis identified for the differentially expressed genes — “cancer,” “cellular growth and proliferation,” and “cell movement” — support the concept that PPARD promotes pro-metastatic functions. The clinical relevance of several novel PPARD pro-metastatic targets among the differentially expressed genes was supported by their association with PPARD expression in a large TCGA dataset of colorectal cancer patients. This gene list included IL-8, which validated our earlier finding of PPARD’s regulatory function for IL-8, and NRG1, which we reported previously to be upregulated by PPARD in a genetic PPARD overexpression mouse model (34).

We also found that for the first time to our knowledge that PPARD regulated several pro-metastatic targets: GJA1, SPARC, STC1, VIM, and SNCG. The GJA1 gene encodes connexin43 (CX43), a transmembrane protein linked to enabling tumor cell extravasation and metastasis (47–49). The matricellular protein SPARC is a breast cancer metastasis signature gene (50) that contributes to altering extracellular matrix remodeling to promote metastasis (51). SPARC promotes tumor progression and increases colorectal cancer recurrence risk (52–54). STC1 is a secreted glycoprotein that modulates angiogenesis and promotes tumorigenesis and metastasis in various cancers, including breast (55), lung (56), and colorectal cancer (57). SNCG is a small soluble protein that interferes with the normal mitotic checkpoint and forms a positive feedback loop with insulin-like growth factor signaling (58). SNCG promotes tumor invasion, metastasis, and resistance to antineoplastic-induced apoptosis (58–60). SNCG expression is upregulated in several common human cancers (e.g., lung, breast, prostate, colon) and is correlated with metastasis risk (61–63).

Our findings also indicate that PPARD expression in cancer cells strongly promoted EMT. VIM is a strong marker of EMT and mechanistically contributes to promoting EMT, tumor progression, and metastasis (64, 65). PPARD KO in HCT-116 cells markedly reduced VIM (>32-fold). The clinical relevance of the link
upregulate SNAIL expression in melanoma cells, enhancing their migration and invasion in vitro (21). Previous studies have also shown that PPARD downregulation by siRNA in PC3 prostate cancer cells inhibited cell migration and matrix metalloproteinase-9 and caveolin 1 expression in vitro (66) and that pharmaceutical inhibition of PPARD suppressed MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cell invasion via the downregulation of TGF-β–angiopoietin-like 4 signaling (20). Although these previous studies’ in vitro findings support PPARD’s pro-metastatic role in cancer, the present study’s findings provide mechanistic insights into how PPARD expression in cancer cells regulates cancer cell invasion, migration, and metastasis that are supported with in vivo metastasis modeling and whose translational relevance is established with data sets from large patient cohorts.

Finally, we found that PPARD expression in cancer cells strongly influenced metastasis-free survival in various large patient cohorts. Several groups have reported that PPARD is upregulated in various human cancers, including colorectal, pancreatic, and lung cancer (5–8, 67), but others have reported contradictory findings (68). The present study’s findings show that PPARD was upregulated in colorectal tumors in one of the largest cohorts of colorectal cancer patients yet studied. In addition, PPARD was expressed in both the cytoplasm and nuclei of cancer cells but in only the nuclei of normal cells. The unexpected mislocalization of this nuclear protein during colorectal tumorigenesis is in agreement with a prior report (67). While PPARD mislocalization might be secondary to the protein overexpression in cancer cells, future studies to determine its biological significance are warranted. More importantly, we found that high PPARD expression in primary tumors was associated with significantly shorter metastasis-free survival in our cohort of patients with stage III colorectal cancer. These findings were confirmed in analyses of independent datasets from patients with other cancers (breast cancer, lung cancer, and liposarcoma). We also found that high PPARD or IL-8 expression had parallel association with poor prognosis in various cancer patients. The IL-8 findings are in agreement with those of previous studies showing its association with poor prognosis in cancer patients (69–71). Prior studies of PPARD in humans have reported mixed results. In one report, high PPARD expression levels in human cancers were correlated with advanced stages and metastases (7), but another study indicated that PPARD expression levels in lymph node metastases from rectal cancer were lower than those in paired primary tumors (72). Our newly reported findings in various cancer patient cohorts, including the largest reported cohort of 1,609 breast cancer patients, show that PPARD expression is associated with an increased risk of metastasis and reduced metastasis-free survival.

In conclusion, our findings identify PPARD expression in cancer cells as a critical driver of metastasis (Figure 13). They also argue against the hypothesis that PPARD has different effects on tumorigenesis depending on whether it is expressed in cancer cells or non-cancer cells. The improved understanding of PPARD’s role in metastasis that our findings impart is necessary for guiding the future development of small molecules to inhibit PPARD and suppress metastasis.
**Methods**

*Generation of cell lines with stable transduction of PPARD-shRNA.* Plasmid transfections: Four PPARD-shRNA plasmids against mouse PPARD in pGFP-V-RS vector were purchased from Origene. The PPARD shRNA sequences were as follows: shRNA-A, AGGTAGAAGCCATCCAGGACACCAT-TCTG; shRNA-B, CGTGTTCTACCGCTGCCAGTCCACCACAG; shRNA-C, TCAGGCGGCAGCCTCAACATGGAATGTCG; shRNA-D, AGCATCCTACGGGCAAGTCCAGCCACAA. The shRNA pGFP-V-RS plasmid was provided by Origene as a negative control. B16-F10, LLC-GFP, and Panc-02 cells were transiently transfected with these 4 PPARD shRNAs and the control plasmid using Lipofectamine 2000 (Life Technologies) for 48 hours, and the PPARD shRNA plasmids that reduced PPARD mRNA by 70% or more compared with the control plasmid, according to qRT-PCR, were used to establish stable cell lines. Cells transfected with PPARD-shRNA-A (B16-F10 and Panc-02 cells) or PPARD-shRNA-B (LLC-GFP cells) were selected with puromycin (3 μg/ml). Clones with stable transfection were isolated and expanded.

Lentivirus transduction: Two GIPZ PPARD shRNA lentiviral plasmids (clone ID V3LMM_426066 and V2LMM_244811) and GIPZ non-silencing lentiviral shRNA control plasmid (catalog RHS4346) were all purchased from GE Dharmacon and were packaged into lentivirus particles (PPARD-shRNA-C or -D or control-shRNA) in the MD Anderson Cancer Center’s shRNA and ORFeome Core Facility. B16-F10, LLC-GFP, and 4T1 cells were transduced with either PPARD-shRNA-C or -D or control-shRNA lentiviral particles (MOI of 10 for all lentiviruses) with hexadimethrine bromide (8 μg/ml). The cells were selected with puromycin (3 μg/ml for both B16-F10 and LLC-GFP and 6 μg/ml for 4T1 cells) 48 hours after transduction. Clones with stable transduction were isolated and expanded.

*Syngeneic lung tumor metastasis models.* To determine the effect of PPARD on tumor growth in vivo, we assessed the formation of lung metastases after injecting stable PPARD-shRNA B16-F10 or LLC-GFP clones into the tail veins of mice. PPARD-shRNA B16-F10 clones (1 × 10^5 viable cells in 200 μl DMEM with high glucose), LLC-GFP clones (1 × 10^6 viable cells in 200 μl DMEM with high glucose), or control-shRNA clones were injected into the tail veins of 6- to 8-week-old B6 mice maintained under specific pathogen–free conditions. Three weeks (B16-F10) or 2 weeks (LLC-GFP) after injection, the mice were killed by CO₂ asphyxiation, the lung tumors were counted, and lung images were captured. Tissue specimens from each group were snap frozen, preserved in RNAlater (Life Technologies), and fixed in formalin and embedded in paraffin for histologic examination or embedded in optimum cutting temperature compound for frozen tissue sectioning.

*Lung metastasis xenograft formation by human colon cancer cells in immunodeficient mice.* Female athymic nude mice, 6–8 weeks old, were purchased from MD Anderson Cancer Center’s Animal Experimental Radiation Oncology Animal Facility and maintained under specific pathogen–free conditions. The mice were inoculated with one of the HCT116 clones (15–18 mice per group). In brief, 1.0 × 10^6 HCT116 parental cells (WT), PPARD-KO cells, or PPARD-KO cells stably transfected with PPARD vector (PPARD-KO-PD) or control vector (PPARD-KO-C) in 200 μl DMEM with high glucose were injected into the tail vein of each mouse. Six weeks after injection, the mice were killed by CO₂ asphyxiation, the lung tumors were counted, and lung images were captured. Tumor specimens from each group were snap frozen, preserved in RNAlater (Life Technologies), or fixed in formalin.

*RNA sequencing for transcriptome analyses.* Illumina-compatible mRNA libraries were constructed using the TruSeq RNA sample prep kit v2 (Illumina Inc.). Five hundred nanograms of total RNA were enriched for Poly-A mRNA using Oligo-dT magnetic beads. The resulting Poly-A mRNA was fragmented to a median size of 150 bp using divalent cations. Randomly primed first- and second-strand synthesis was then performed to create double-stranded cDNA. The ends of the double-stranded cDNA fragments were repaired, 5’-phosphorylated, and 3’-A tailed, and then the Illumina-specific Y-shaped indexed adapters were ligated. The adaptor-ligated fragments were then purified and enriched by 7 cycles of PCR amplification. The amplified library was then quantified by qPCR using a library quantification kit (Kapa Biosystems) and assessed for size distribution using the Bioanalyzer system (Agilent Technologies). Eight libraries were multiplexed and sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq2000 instrument using the 75-bp paired-end format. After sequencing, BCL files were converted into “.fastq.gz” files, and individual sample libraries were de-multiplexed using CASAVA 1.8.2 (Illumina Inc.) with no mismatches. The RNA sequencing data have been deposited into the NCBI’s Gene Expression Omnibus (GSE89729).
Study approval. All reported experiments related to human subjects were pre-approved by The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center Institutional Review Board. All animal experiments were pre-approved by the MD Anderson Cancer Center Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

Statistics. Comparisons of single-factor experimental conditions for continuous outcome measures were performed using 1-way ANOVA, and Bonferroni adjustments were used for all multiple comparisons. Two-way analysis of variance was used to analyze data involving the simultaneous consideration of two factors. Poisson regression was used for tumor count analyses as described previously (15). The data were log-transformed as necessary to accommodate the normality and homoscedasticity assumptions implicit to the statistical procedures used. All tests were 2-sided and conducted at a significance level of $P < 0.05$. Data were analyzed using SAS software (SAS Institute). The analysis of distant metastasis–free survival included patients with stage III colorectal cancer with at least 120 days of distant metastasis–free survival after surgery to exclude misclassified cases. The log-transformed ratio of immunohistochemistry scores (log score ratio) of cytoplasmic to nuclear staining of tumor tissue was calculated for each case. Cases were grouped as having score ratios below the median log score ratio (low PPARD expression) or at or above the median log score ratio (high PPARD expression), and metastasis-free survival rates as a function of time were estimated using the Kaplan-Meier method with Prism 6.0 software (GraphPad Software). The difference in distant metastasis–free survival between patients with high and low PPARD expression was analyzed using the log-rank test.

Additional experimental details are included in Supplemental Methods.
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